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Abstract

Previous literature in the area of computer assisted language learning in Second/Foreign Language (L2/FL) education has highlighted the benefits of using virtual environments for learning the target language and culture (e.g. Blyth, 2018; Lloyd, Rogerson, & Stead, 2017; Shih, 2015). In addition, a number of researchers have demonstrated that one of the important attributes of virtual environments for language learning is the affordances of physical and social presence (e.g. Cho, Yim, & Paik, 2015; McKerlich, Riis, Anderson, & Eastman, 2011; Peterson, 2011; Wang, Lawless-Reljic, Davies, & Callaghan, 2011). However, to our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the affordances of virtual environments from the makers’ point of view. In this present study, 22 Canadian pre-service teachers used a 360 degree camera and Virtual Reality (VR) software to construct VR environments that were used as cultural virtual tours. They then invited 24 Taiwanese students to interact with them in their created immersive environments. Analyses of the pre-service teachers’ final written reflections showed that most of them reported that they experienced a sense of physical and social presence in their self-created VR environments and that they enjoyed participating in the VR project. However, various factors, such as the design of the task, technical difficulties with the VR equipment, and limits of the social VR network were also found to have negatively influenced their satisfaction with the VR experience. Findings from this study might inform other L2/FL teachers who design VR environments and integrate social VR in their classes. Suggestions for future research are also provided.
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1. Introduction

The integration of VR in L2 and FL learning contexts has attracted the attention of an increasing number of teachers and researchers (e.g. Berti, Maranzana, & Monzingo, 2020; Chien, Hwang, & Jong, 2020; Lan, 2020; Liaw, 2019; Priego & Liaw, 2019; Shih, 2015). The two main features of VR, namely immersion and interaction, allow L2/FL learners both to practice the language and to develop their intercultural competence without leaving the classroom or their home countries. Immersion has been defined as the “framework where place illusion occurs, which is when a user believes that the virtual environment is real” (Yassien, Passant, Makled, & Abdennadher, 2020, p. 2). As has been documented in the literature (e.g. Berti et al., 2020; Kaplan-Rakowski & Gruber, 2019), the different levels of immersion are largely due to the equipment used to experience the VR. In low-immersion VR, learners use a standard two-dimensional monitor, a keyboard, or a mouse, whereas in high-immersion VR learners use a head-mounted system where their vision is fully enveloped, creating a sense of full immersion, which enhances the feeling of physical presence, that is, the sense of being in the physical environment from the first-person view (Bulu, 2012; Lan, 2020). In addition, social VR, such as Second Life (SL)³ and vTime⁴, allows learners to not only explore the environment, but also communicate with other people in different parts of the world, which may increase social presence (i.e. the sense of being with another in the virtual environment). From the viewpoint of social presence theory (Gunawardena, 1995), social presence is considered an essential element for promoting interaction among participants in virtual environments, and a predictor of learners' perceived learning outcomes (Lan, 2020; Lan, Kan, Sung, & Chang, 2016; Witmer & Singer, 1998) and learner satisfaction (Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997). As such, social VR provides authentic learning experiences that have great potential for enhancing L2 skills and motivation (Chien et al., 2020; Lan, 2020; Lan et al., 2016; Liang, 2012; Yang, Chen, & Jeng, 2010). For example, Lan et al. (2016) found that all the Chinese as an FL students participating in their study improved significantly in oral communication competence and appreciated the task-based activities designed in SL. More recently, Liaw's (2019) study on the potential of open social VR environments to provide English as a Foreign Language (EFL) university students with physical and social affordances for intercultural language learning showed evidence of Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC) as defined by Byram's (1997) ICC model.

---

4. vTime (https://vtime.net/) is an open social VR network developed by vTime Limited that is a limited company incorporated in England and Wales.
In regards to L2 teachers, the production of VR activities no longer requires high-tech capabilities, implying that most of them might be able to develop the learning content on their own. The idea of teachers creating their own VR environments and the possibility to share them with other teachers or with students is associated with what is called the ‘Maker Movement’ (Anderson, 2012; Niemeyer & Gerber, 2015). As posited by Martin (2015), “one of the most readily apparent features of the Maker Movement is the celebration and use of new and newly affordable digital tools. As these tools provide new ways of interacting with physical materials, they also offer new opportunities for learning” (p. 32). In the same line of thought, Lan (2020) argues that “learning by experiencing, doing, or creating is now one of the most important trends in education, and has been associated with dramatic increases in the numbers of teachers and researchers trying to enhance student learning by including VR in their teaching” (p. 3). Another rationale for teachers to be makers of teaching materials is the need to provide learners with authentic contexts for L2 learning which has proven to be an important component for acquiring a new language (e.g. Chien et al., 2020; Lan, 2015, 2020). Besides the possibility to create 3D objects and scenes in low-immersive 3D virtual worlds, such as SL, nowadays L2 teachers can easily create 360 degree photos and videos by using a commercially available 360 degree 3D camera. These 360 degree photos and videos can then be shared in more deeply immersive VR to better meet the needs of their students (e.g. Berti et al., 2020; Lan, 2015, 2020; Papin, 2019).

Although many teacher education programs have at least some opportunities for students to learn about teaching and learning with maker technologies and principles, research on the integration of the Maker Movement in teacher preparation programs is only beginning to emerge (Cohen, 2017; Cohen, Jones, & Smith, 2018; Corbat, 2018; Martin, 2015), and, to our knowledge, none of them have been conducted in the area of L2/FL teacher education. We believe that preparing future L2 teachers to meet the challenges and expectations of the 21st century demands giving them hands-on experience with cutting-edge technology. Also, FL learners need to be provided with authentic communication to be immersed in the cultural content. Thus, future L2 teachers, in addition to learning how to use VR technology, need to reflect on the affordances of immersive VR, including the sense of physical and social presence. To this end, we set up a VR project between a group of Canadian pre-service L2 teachers and a group of EFL Taiwanese students. Drawing on the benefits of VR 360 degree tasks reported in the literature (Berti et al., 2020; Lan, Lyu, & Chin, 2019), the pre-service L2 teachers used a 360 degree camera and VR software to design virtual environments that were used as cultural virtual tours in vTime. Then in groups, they met with EFL Taiwanese students in their self-created environment.

Considering the emerging important role of VR in the field of L2/FL instruction, the scarce attention to the analysis of physical and social presence in social VR from the makers’ point of view, and the
importance of presence in participants’ satisfaction in online learning, this study is guided by the below research questions.

• What was the pre-service teachers’ perceived sense of physical and social presence in their self-created VR environments?
• Were the pre-service teachers satisfied with the VR project?
• Did the pre-service teachers benefit from the VR project?

2. Literature review

As the project described in this paper involved EFL students and pre-service L2 teachers, in this section we first review studies that have investigated the use of VR in L2/FL learning, and then those related to VR in teacher education programs.

2.1. Research on the use of VR in L2/FL language learning

With the increasing popularity of VR in L2/FL learning, several literature reviews and meta-analyses have been conducted to gain a better understanding of how this technology is supporting language learning. For example, Lan’s (2020) review paper describes the most recent VR applications that have potential benefits for FL learning. She classifies them into five categories: (1) visual experiences, (2) entertainment, (3) social networking, (4) operation, and (5) creation. She contends that “the increasing popularity of immersive VR means that better evidence is needed from research into immersive social VR for language learning in order to improve the understanding of the effects of immersion in social VR on FL learning” (p. 6).

Wang et al.’s (2020) reviewed studies related to the use of 3D Virtual Worlds (3DVWs) in L2/FL learning published between 2008 and 2019. In particular, their analysis focused on interaction and the impact on distinctive learning variables based on effect sizes. Their findings showed that students' interaction on 3DVWs substantially facilitates linguistic and affective gains. In addition, this meta-analysis confirmed the impact of 3DVWs on learners’ communication skills and linguistic competence. They also showed the impact on learners’ cognition and affection, which allowed the researchers to conclude that 3DVWs enhance students’ attitude and self-efficacy, especially in collaborative learning conditions.

Another recent systematic review in the area of VR was conducted by Parmaxi (2020). The researcher analyzed and synthesized 26 papers published from 2015 to 2018, which were categorized under the following themes: (1) technologies used, language learning settings and duration of educational
activities; (2) benefits and limitations of VR as an educational tool in the L2/FL classroom; and (3) future research directions regarding the educational use of VR. Their analyses show the potential of VR in L2/FL language learning and teaching, teamwork, autonomy, and cultural awareness. The review also outlines the limited inclusion of fully immersive VR in L2/FL classrooms, and calls for the need to conduct research using this type of technology.

2.2. Research on the use of VR for second language learning involving teacher-made materials

Literature in the area of 3DVWs in L2/FL learning also includes a number of studies in which the authors are the creators of the virtual environments. For example, Lan (2015) developed two virtual authentic contexts in SL to investigate the effects of VR in EFL learning and motivation of elementary-school students. In these virtual environments, the EFL students used their avatars to interact with the objects and with a non-player character. They then went to the immersive learning environment called the English Village where they interacted with a native English speaker. The results from a performance test created by the author showed that the created virtual environments significantly benefited the learners’ oral skills, notably their syntactic and conversation abilities. In a more recent study conducted by Lan et al. (2019), the authors created virtual environments in SL to determine the impact of the immersive experience in SL on the essay-writing performance of 60 secondary school students studying Chinese as a Second Language (CSL) in Singapore. The objects in these virtual environments were labeled with keywords and sentences, which helped students to brainstorm ideas for their essays. An analysis of the writing plans showed that the 3D immersive experiences had a positive impact on the writing process of the CSL students.

In another study, Papin (2019) designed three communicative 360 degree VR tasks presenting learners with real-life communicative situations, such as paying for groceries, to evaluate the potential of 360 degree videos to lower international university students’ anxiety and to increase their self-perceived communicative competence in French as an FL. The analysis of the students’ learning journals showed that participants believed that 360 degree VR tasks had prepared them for real-life L2 interaction.

More recently, Berti et al. (2020) used three 360 degree VR videos recorded by one of them in the city of Bergamo, Italy, to investigate the influence of highly-immersive VR on Italian as an FL students’ preconceived ideas of Italy and Italians. Findings from written reflections and focus group interviews showed that the 360 degree VR videos allowed students to reduce their use of stereotypes. The authors concluded that “highly immersive VR environments support students learning by providing personalized and contextualized learning opportunities that traditional materials do not offer” (Berti et al., 2020, p. 57).
2.3. Research on physical and social presence in virtual environments for second language learning

Two types of presences are regarded central to the design of virtual environments for language learning (Chang, Sheldon, Si, & Hand, 2012; Craddock, 2018): social presence and physical presence. Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (2000) define social presence as “the ability of participants in a community of inquiry to project themselves socially and emotionally, as ‘real’ people (i.e. their full personality), through the medium of communication being used” (p. 94). In a virtual learning community, social presence can play an essential role in learning.

Witmer and Singer (1998) describe physical presence as “the subjective experience of being in one place or environment, even when one is physically situated in another” (p. 225). According to the authors, the degree of physical presence depends on how much learners focus on what is happening in the virtual environment. Dalgarno and Lee (2010) add that when the environment is authentic and immersive, the learners are more likely to have interactions with objects and characters in it, and thus they have a higher sense of physical presence. As such, inducing high levels of social and physical presence to be perceived by the users is an important element of immersive systems. Other studies have found that the level of socio-spatial interactivity within the virtual environment affects the user’s engagement in group-based activities (McCreery, Vallett, & Clark, 2015) and that various factors, including immersive qualities, contextual properties, and individual traits affect the social presence within a given virtual environment (Oh, Bailenson, & Welch, 2018).

2.4. Research on the use of VR in teacher education programs

As VR has the potential of enhancing learning opportunities in teacher education programs, several systematic reviews have been conducted to gain an understanding on how it is being used in teacher education programs. One of the most recent literature reviews was conducted by Billingsley, Smith, Smith, and Meritt (2019). They reviewed studies which employed immersive VR to extend knowledge and create learning experiences for pre-service and in-service teachers. In particular, this review included papers which had used immersive VR to teach skills associated with classroom or behavior management to advance learners’ knowledge of special education topics, to deal with awareness of students’ emotional needs, and to increase content area learning. All of these studies found that using fully immersive VR developed pre-service teachers’ knowledge of certain learners’ disabilities, increased their technological competence, and had a positive influence on their attitudes. Billingsley et al. (2019) concluded the following:

“VR technology could expose pre-service teachers to a larger variety of teaching and learning environments and experiences than what would be possible during a class lecture
or practicum experience [...] using VR, pre-service teachers can practice many different scenarios, with varied outcomes, and repeat scenarios as often as needed under the supervision of teacher-educators” (p. 68).

2.5. Research on physical and social presence in virtual environments in teacher education programs

Most of the studies which have investigated physical and social presence in VR in the context of teacher education have used SL as a virtual environment. Among these, Bulu (2012) and Cho et al.’s (2015) studies are of particular relevance to the present study because their research designs included the four variables we aimed to analyze (i.e., physical presence, social presence, satisfaction, and benefits). Bulu (2012) investigated the relationships among physical presence, social presence, and co-presence in SL and their impact on the participants’ satisfaction with this virtual environment. The participants were 46 pre-service teachers enrolled in a university in Turkey. They were asked to participate in synchronous role-playing activities to perform different teaching techniques in virtual environments. Analyses of a questionnaire adapted from previous studies (Kreijns, Kirschner, Jochems, & van Buuren, 2007; Slater, Sadagic, Usoh, & Shroeder, 2000; Slater, Steed, McCarthy, & Maringelli, 1998; Slater, Usoh, & Steed, 1994) showed a positive correlation among the types of presences. In particular, the pre-service teachers’ answers to the questionnaire showed a close relationship between social presence and co-presence, as well as between physical and social presence. To investigate if the students’ perceived physical, social, and co-presence influenced their satisfaction in the virtual worlds, a questionnaire adapted from Chou and Liu (2005) was used. The results showed that pre-service teachers’ satisfaction was mostly determined by their perceived sense of social presence in the virtual environment. Physical presence and co-presence were also found to have a certain influence on learners’ satisfaction.

In another study conducted among pre-service teachers enrolled in a university in Singapore, Cho et al. (2015) investigated the impact of physical and social presence on the participants’ situational interest and perceived achievement in the tasks performed in SL. Based on Rotgans and Schmidt (2011), Cho et al. (2015) defined situational interest as “an immediate affective response to certain conditions and/or stimuli in the learning environment that focuses one’s attention on the task, which may or may not last over time” (p. 72). The participating elementary pre-service teachers had to perform a mini lesson in SL. Similar to Bulu’s (2012) study, the questionnaire on physical presence used by Cho et al. (2015) was adapted from the questionnaire developed by Slater et al. (1998). Results showed that although immediacy played a more important role than intimacy, immediacy was significantly correlated with co-presence and intimacy. The findings also showed a statistically significant influence of physical and social presence on the participants’ situational interest and
perceived achievement. However, similar to Bulu's (2012) study, Cho et al.'s (2015) study found that co-presence did not have a statistically significant influence on the participants’ situational interest or perceived achievement.

In these studies, pre-service teachers participated as users of the VR environments. In this paper, we attempt to gain a better understanding of the affordances of virtual environments from the makers’ point of view by analyzing (1) the pre-service teachers’ perceived sense of physical and social presence in their self-created VR environments, (2) their satisfaction with the VR project, and (3) their opinions regarding the benefits of the VR project.

3. Method

3.1. Context and participants

A total of 22 pre-service L2 teachers who were taking a computer applications in second language teaching course at a university in Quebec, Canada, participated in this project. The group was composed of 18 Quebecker students, two French students, an Algerian student, and a Chinese student. In line with the Maker Movement, this course stressed hands-on experience and collaboration. The inclusion of the VR project in this class had the following objectives: allow pre-service teachers to (1) learn how to use a 360 degree camera, the VR equipment, and vTime, (2) learn how to create a VR cultural tour, (3) acquire first-hand experience in a VR environment, (4) reflect on the pedagogical potentials of including VR in their classrooms, and (5) develop intercultural skills.

The 24 EFL Taiwanese students participating in the VR project were enrolled in an undergraduate English oral training course at a university in Taiwan. Their participation in the VR project sought to (1) enable them to use English for interpersonal and intercultural communication, (2) give them opportunities for active participation in group discussions with confidence, (3) give them practice in active listening, (4) cultivate their ability to use information technological tools to communicate effectively, and (5) develop learner autonomy. None of the students in any of the two classes had previous experience in using the VR equipment or with social VR.

3.2. VR equipment

In Quebec, the pre-service teachers used a Vuze 4K 3D 360 degree spherical VR camera and a tripod to take the photos for their cultural virtual tours. They uploaded their 360 degree photos on vTime, a platform used as a social VR network to meet with the EFL Taiwanese students. As only one pair
of Oculus Rift VR glasses was available for the pre-service teachers’ use, each of them was also provided with a Google Cardboard headset to be used with their personal cell phone. FL students also used their personal cellphones and VR Box glasses were provided by their university.

### 3.3. Design of the VR project

The project was eight weeks in duration. At the beginning of the project, the participating pre-service teachers received training on how to use a 360 degree spherical VR camera and equipment. The instructors of both classes also showed students how to download vTime on their smartphones, how to meet with others in the VR environment, and how to customize their avatars.

**Figure 1. Screen captures of two group meetings in vTime**

---

5. Google Cardboard, that utilizes the user’s cell phone, is the most affordable and accessible way to replicate the basic functionalities of an Oculus Rift.
We formed groups consisting of three pre-service teachers and two or three EFL students and asked them to establish a first contact on a Padlet. Then, each group of pre-service teachers took a 360-degree photo of a place in Quebec. In particular, they took pictures of the TELUS Stadium, the National Museum of Fine Art, a Ceramic Coffee Shop, the University Football Field, the Samuel De-Champlain Pier, Myrand Avenue, and the University Hockey Arena. After that, they used their 360-degree photo to construct a cultural tour as an integral part of a mini lesson, aiming to prompt the discovery of a place in Quebec, to exchange cultural information, and to engage in discussion via the VR social network. Each group agreed on a moment to meet in vTime (see Figure 1 for two examples of group meetings in vTime). At the end of the project, the pre-service teachers were asked to reflect on the VR experience that had just concluded. The reflection contained open-ended questions divided into five sections: (1) participants’ interest, enjoyment, and motivation, (2) acquisition/development of pedagogical, technological, intercultural competences, (3) benefits, and (4) limits of the VR activity. The reflections were written on a Word document and the pre-service teachers had one week to submit them to the first author of this paper.

4. Instruments and data analysis

Prior to the beginning of the study, the pre-service teachers and EFL students signed a participation consent form. In analyzing the data, pseudonyms were used to protect participants’ identities. To answer the three research questions outlined above, data from the pre-service teachers’ final written reflections were analyzed using a content analysis approach. The reflections were read and codes allocated. Operational definitions of physical and social presence are based on previous literature in the area of virtual environments (Bulu, 2012; Biocca, Harms, & Burgoon, 2003; Cho et al., 2015; Garrison et al., 2000; Gunawardena, 1995; Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Wei & Chen, 2012; Witmer & Singer, 1998) and adapted to the present study. Physical presence is defined as the pre-service teachers’ sense of being immersed in their self-created virtual environment. As for social presence, it is defined as the pre-service teachers’ sense of being with another in the virtual environment. Based on Cho et al.’s (2015) and Wei & Chen’s (2012) studies, social presence was coded into three subcategories: (1) co-presence (i.e. the pre-service teachers’ sensory awareness of other participants being in the same virtual space and the sense of being together), (2) intimacy (i.e. their perception of a close, bonded, and comfortable relationship with other participants), and (3) immediacy (i.e. their perception of intensity and directness in the interaction with other participants). The pre-service teachers’ comments concerning their satisfaction with the VR project were coded either as positive or negative. As for their opinions regarding the benefits of the VR project, their comments were coded

6. Padlet (https://padlet.com) is a collaborative digital canvas that allows users to share and edit text, images, audio, and video.
into three types: pedagogical knowledge, technological knowledge, and intercultural knowledge. This was an iterative process undertaken a number of times to increase validity of the coding. Inconsistent coding results were discussed until an agreement was reached by the two researchers.

5. Findings and discussion

5.1. Pre-service teachers’ perceived sense of physical and social presence in their self-created VR environments

Most pre-service teachers reported that they had experienced a sense of physical presence in the VR environment they had created to meet with their Taiwanese teammates. For example, one of the pre-service teachers commented that the VR activity was “one of the rare opportunities we have to be in another country, while staying in the comfort of home or school” (Nicole).

Regarding the sense of social presence, some of them explicitly reported having experienced a sense of being together in the same virtual room, as the following excerpt illustrates: “Instead of just seeing the person on a screen, it was possible to feel in the same room as the other persons despite being separated by a long distance” (Audrey). However, some claimed that vTime had limited the interaction of all the members of the team because “the VTime app can connect up to four accounts at a time. This means that all six participants could not participate in the whole process of the activity” (Wendy).

The comments made by some of the participants demonstrate that they had established a close and comfortable relationship during the interaction in the VR environment. For example, Berthe said that “the Taiwanese were very kind and enthusiastic. They seemed motivated and interested in learning more about Quebec culture. They asked, among other things, if we could show them around if they ever come to Quebec for a few days”. However, this bond does not seem to have been established by some groups. This was due, according to the pre-service teachers’ reports, to the different expectations regarding the project. As reported by Louis, while for him and his fellow colleagues, the VR activity was primarily a learning activity, their Taiwanese partners were expecting to create a closer relationship with them.

With respect to the participants’ perceptions of intensity and directness in interaction with other participants (i.e. immediacy), positive aspects mentioned by the pre-service teachers were related to the authenticity of the oral interaction activity due to the 360 degree photo and to the authentic contact with learners. The following excerpts exemplify such responses.
“We believe that the activity allowed for a more authentic conversation, and despite the technical difficulties, having a picture promoted the discussion and allowed us to ask questions that we had not planned to ask” (Grace).

“Being able to talk to Taiwanese people was very interesting” (Barbara).

“It was more user-friendly and energetic than written-message conversations either via email or Facebook messaging. We laughed a lot during the VR experience together, even when there were technical difficulties” (Berthe).

However, several pre-service teachers also claimed that vTime had limited the interaction among participants. Most of the negative comments were related to the challenges moving their avatars in the VR environment and observing learners’ non-verbal communication:

“Being unable to move in the picture limited us in the interaction. First, our movements were limited. It would have been advantageous, for certain questions, to be able to point to certain places or to be able to mimic certain elements of the questions” (Dorothée).

“I think that if we had been able to walk or even pick up objects during the activity, we would have been able to go deeper into the subject and ask more questions to the learners, so as to have a longer discussion and, therefore, more interaction” (Agnès).

“Since interactions are via avatars, it is rather difficult to see the level of motivation and enjoyment of learners. In fact, non-verbal communication cannot be observed” (Patricia).

“When animating the VR activity, I was able to identify some limitations: it is impossible to interpret the nonverbal signs that normally accompany the conversation, and that help to understand the conversation. During a communication in VR, the nonverbal signs are therefore more difficult to perceive since the person will not necessarily have the reflex to perform them when she has joysticks in her hands” (Béatrice).

5.2. Pre-service teachers’ satisfaction with the VR project

Although all the pre-service teachers reported that they enjoyed participating in the VR project, some of them acknowledged the need to overcome some initial negative apprehensions due to the fear of the unknown as well as the time and investment it represented.
“At first, I had some negative apprehensions because the time and workload seemed huge, but it was finally a little less difficult than I thought” (Rose).

“I had several initial apprehensions about the VR and its potential, I did not know if I was going to be able to carry out this task which seemed to me immense. However, I quickly had fun and I invested 110% in the activity. I left my comfort zone and discovered a tool with immense potentialities” (Barbara).

“Although initially I had rather negative apprehensions about VR, I think it was for fear of the unknown” (Hélène).

The novelty of this technology seems to have been the most important source of motivation, as these selected excerpts illustrate:

“I had fun throughout the project which allowed us, as a group, to learn a new way of learning” (Karim).

“I think this is an activity that arouses motivation and interest, because the medium is original and new: VR, at least for us, was absolutely unexplored and fascinating, so it generated positive reactions and curiosity” (Geneviève).

“In my opinion, this is a modern pedagogical activity to be exploited in order to motivate students and to look after their interests” (Rose).

Their motivation was also due to the objectives of the project, and the pleasure they experienced both in creating the VR environment and in participating in it:

“The nature of the project was enough to be motivated, since the objective of this activity concerns several aspects: educational, technological, and human” (Karim).

“I was looking forward to testing our VR project and that’s mainly what motivated me” (Hélène).

“I was very interested in trying and using VR. I had fun performing the activity” (Dafne).

“I enjoyed doing the activity and piloting it” (Rita).
Despite this manifested interest in the activity, Audrey expressed that she would have liked to learn more about her Taiwanese partners, but that this personal interaction among participants had been limited by the nature of the task:

“However, I would have liked to know more about Taiwanese. So I had a little less motivation for the discussion itself because we had to find some questions to ask about our city instead of learning new things” (Audrey).

In addition, the limits of vTime seems to have had a negative impact on some of the pre-service teachers' interest in this project, as manifested by Berthe:

“But apart from looking at the background and discussing, there is nothing that can be done concretely (moving in space, pointing specific objects, zooming - you cannot even choose the angle of the camera that takes groupies). At different times in the activity, it would have been relevant to have these options (to show what we talk about the different objects in the photo for example)” (Berthe).

5.3. Pre-service teachers' perceived benefits of the VR project

All the pre-service teachers reported to have benefited from the VR project. In particular, these benefits were related to the pedagogical, technical, and intercultural knowledge they gained as a result of creating VR environments and of using them as participants along with EFL learners.

From the pedagogical point of view, they expressed that they had discovered new ways to adapt their teaching strategies with distant learners.

“Thanks to this activity, I discovered a completely new way in which we could adapt teaching strategies to bring the learner closer to his daily reality, which is essentially based on technology” (Karim).

“I learned how to divide an activity into several parts, how to animate an activity within a time limit” (Dafne).

“I developed my ability to ask good questions. I learned how to create an educational activity using VR. I developed my ability to do classroom management through a VR headset, i.e. without being in direct contact with my interlocutor” (Barbara).
“I believe that certain pedagogical skills that I acquired relate to having a conversation in a context where the interlocutor is not physically present” (Béatrice).

From the technological point of view, all of them reported to have reached the objectives of the course, namely, to learn how to create a VR activity and use the VR equipment and apps.

“I learned from A to Z how to use VR tools. I had never used Google Cardboard. In addition, I learned how to use a 360 degree camera. The vTime app was also unknown to me. If I had to do it, this activity allowed me to understand the application and I would be comfortable using it” (Dorothée).

“I had never used a 360 degree camera, so it was new to me. I also learned to use new applications like vTime that I did not know existed. I really liked the Google Cardboard and saw what they could offer despite their low prices, especially in a school context” (Grâce).

Finally, they expressed that they had developed their intercultural skills and acquired cultural information about Taiwan.

“I learned new information about the Taiwanese culture” (Diane).

“I learned how to define some concepts that seemed simple to me, but that were not simple for someone who is not used to my culture (for example: a café-ceramics) (Berthe).

“The VR activity allowed me to acquire some intercultural skills. First of all, it allowed me to become aware of the possible differences between my culture and the learners’ culture. Moreover, the activity exploits these differences by asking learners to compare the landscape of photography with the landscapes of their country” (Béatrice).

6. Conclusions and implications for future research

This study analyzed the perceived sense of physical and social presence, the satisfaction with the VR project, and the opinions regarding the benefits of pre-service L2 teachers (the makers of the VR environments) who used social VR for EFL teaching purposes. Our findings allow us to conclude that most pre-service teachers experienced a sense of physical and social presence in the 360 degree environments they had created and that they benefited from this hands-on experience. However, it was also found that various factors, such as the design of the task, technical difficulties with the
VR equipment, and limits of the social VR network, negatively influenced the satisfaction with the VR experience of some of them. It was also found that pre-service teachers’ sense of intimacy and immediacy was affected by the use of avatars, namely the limited non-verbal behavior and the impossibility to move in the VR environment.

These results are in line with previous research that has highlighted the importance of avatars to be able to convey the users’ actions in the VR environment. For instance, Cho et al. (2015) found that even if users see an avatar near their own avatar, “they may not have the sense of being together if the avatar does not move, make gestures, talk with other avatars, or show any intelligent behaviors” (p. 71). Bulu (2012) also found that a sense of intimacy and immediacy is influenced by verbal and non-verbal behaviors as well as the quality of communication technologies. Oh et al.’s (2018) findings showed that social presence positively correlates to enjoyment and trust. As for Yassien et al. (2020), they found that self-embodiment (i.e. the users’ feeling of owning their virtual representation or avatar) and non-verbal cues are of paramount importance for designing an engaging social VR experience. It can thus be concluded, as Yassien et al. (2020) put it, that “a cornerstone challenge in designing an enjoyable and engaging social VR experience is supporting social presence” (p. 2).

The findings from the present study provide insights into the factors that affect the sense of physical and social presence in 360 degree VR environments from the makers’ point of view. Despite the contributions, this study has a limitation in evaluating the sense of presence and satisfaction because it only used participants’ self-reports. In order to more clearly understand the sense of presence and satisfaction of users and makers of VR environments, in future studies it will be necessary to include different instruments of data collection, such as interviews and content analyses of the interaction on the virtual environments. In addition, as in this project, pre-service teachers only had access to one Oculus Rift VR headset, team members took turns using it while the others used the Google Cardboard headset. The insufficient number of devices for use with VR could have had an influence on the participants’ perceived sense of social and physical presence in the VR environment. Future studies should compare physical and social presence when participants use VR glasses and hand controllers and when they use a Google Cardboard headset. Further studies should also investigate the sense of physical and social presence using other social VR environments that allow movement and verbal behavior of avatars, such as AltspaceVR and VIVE Sync. Finally, it would be necessary to investigate how the design of L2/FL language learning tasks influences physical and social presence in social VR environments. As it appears that the present study is the first to have investigated the affordances of 360 degree VR environments from the makers’ point of view, findings from this study might inform other (L2/FL) teachers who design VR environments and integrate social VR in their classes.
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